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DIESEL EXHAUST FLUID (CH4N2O)
BULK STORAGE TANKS SPECIFICATION
Stationary Tanks:
 22 to 1,00 *allons
 +D/PE, 1., 1. or 1. S* rating (AST0 D1  00 psi hoop stress design) ±
complies Zith ,S2 2221 section .1.2
Full Drain Option:
S802 (Snyder 8niti]ed 0olded 2utlet)
 Available on single Zall vertical tanks 2,000 to 12,00 gallons
 Encapsulated 1SS threaded ring Zith 1SS adapter
Double Wall Tanks:
CAPT2R Containment Systems (CCS) ± 1 to 10,000 gallons
 Primary Tank
 +D/PE, 1. or 1. S* rating (AST0 D1  00 psi hoop stress design) ±
complies Zith ,S2 2221 section .1.2
 Secondary Containment Tank
 +D/PE, 1. S*, Natural color ± complies Zith ,S2 2221 section .1.2
 Provides 11120 containment of primary tank capacity

SUMO® Full Drain

Intermediate Bulk Containers:
 1200 *allons
 +DPE Stainless Steel construction
 :ide variety of designs and options
 8ND2T approved
Fittings:
0aterial of Construction
 Fitting 1SS
 *asket EPD0 or 9iton
 Bolt 1SS
Heat Tracing and Insulation:
DEF can start free]ing at 12 deg. F depending on concentration. To prevent free]ing or
crystalli]ation the contents in the tank may require a heat maintenance system. +eat Tracing
and ,nsulation is available for both single and double Zall vertical Snyder polyethylene tanks.
Flexmaster Flexible Connector:
Required use of Àexible connections Zith ¿ttings
 AlloZs for  lateral and vertical expansion and contraction of the tank
 Reduces pump and piping vibration stress on the tank, ¿ttings, and gaskets

Flexmaster
Venting:
Tanks are designed for use at atmospheric pressure. Pressure or vacuum situation can cause excessive deformation
or damage to the tanks and void Zarranty. 9enting equipment should be si]ed to limit pressure or vacuum in the tank
to a maximum of ò´ Zater column (0.01 PS,). ,f the tank Zill be pneumatically ¿lled (through tanker discharge) additional
pressure relief may be required.
Foundation and Restraints:
Tanks should be positioned on a smooth concrete or asphalt pad providing adequate support. The pad should be clean,
smooth and level so it fully supports the entire tank bottom Zith no deÀection. Seismic and Zind restraint systems are
available for both single and double Zall vertical Snyder polyethylene tanks.
Temperature:
Tanks are rated up to 100 F, hoZever, DEF can lose its potency if stored for prolonged periods over  F.
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